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The benefits of Engine Carbon Cleaning
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Solutions for Carbon Deposit and Sludge

Chemical Solution Dripping

    The effect is obvious, but comes with
the risk of chemical emissions and damage 
to the engine. Spark plugs and fuel injectors
need to be cleaned separately and engine oil
needs to be replaced after cleaning.

Foaming Engine Conditioner

      Although the result is obvious, but it
also has the risk of chemical emissions and
damage to the engine just like dripping does.
Some brands of foaming engine conditioner
even need heat to work.

Gasoline Additive

Most gasoline suppliers claim that they have
added additives to make their fuel better for
engines. If this works, why do cars everywhere
have engine with carbon deposits?
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Compare with Other Engine Clean Products
 Gasoline 

Additive 
 

Foaming 
Engine 
Conditioner 
 

Chemical 
Solution 
dripping 
 

Auto Decarb 
 

Time 
 

1min 
 

40min 
 

40min 
 

30-40min 
 

Cost Low High High Low 
 

Effect A Protective 
film is formed 
on intake valve 
to suppress the 
carbon deposit 

Effectively 
remove carbon 
with chemical 
bubbles 

Effectively 
remove carbon 
with chemical 
solution 

Effectively 
remove carbon 
with Hydrogen 
Gas 
 

Advantage Inexpensive, 
Time saving 

Obvious Effect Obvious Effect Excellent and 
comprehensive 
effect without 
chemical 
damage 
 

Disadvantage · Effect is 
not 
obvious 

· May 
Cause 
serious 
carbon 
deposit 

· Slight 
chemical 
emissions 

· May 
damage 
engine , 
spark plug 
and 
injector 
need to be 
cleaned 
separately 
 

· Need to 
replace 
engine oil 
after 
cleaning

*
 

 

· Serious 
chemical 
emission 

· May 
damage 
engine , 
spark plug 
and 
injector 
need to be 
cleaned 
separately 
 

· Need to 
replace 
engine oil 
after 
cleaning

*
 

 

New Product to 
the vehicle 
maintenance 
market 
 

 *Engine oil needs to be replaced because chemical liquid flows into slits and affect engine oil.
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Epochal Hydrogen Applications

     In recent years, hydrogen is widely applied to remove impurities on the
solid surface in archaeological, semiconductor and computer electronics industries.
After increasing the activation energy of hydrogen, the hydrogen atom will react
with carbon, silicon and oxygen atoms to form volatile molecules to remove the
impurities from solid surface. Hydrogen cleaning efficiency is very high. Take the
cleaning of iron-nickel alloy chips for example, Hydrogen can remove about 60nm
carbon and oxide substances on the metal surface in 20 seconds without damaging the
metal surface.
             GOC (General Optics Corporation), is a global provider of key components
for both Hydrogen utilisation and production. Based on technology of Patented PEM
electrolyser and Nano- catalyst technology, we developed eco-friendly engine cleaner
HGCR for gasoline and diesel engines.

The advanced and Secure Hydrogen Production Technique
  
GOC branded Hydrogen generator is afformed by Taiwan Officials and
used in the “Green Energy House” in Taipei MRT (Mass Rapid Transit).

Patented Eloctrolyzer Stacks
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1.   Sandwich flow plates and its production method
2.   A fuel cell that has humidification apparatus
      built between plates
3.   Sandwich manifold structure
4.   An apparatus that prevent water electrolysis cell
      voltage reversal
5.   A structure of the electrochemical cell manifold
      ditch and the method to make
6.   An apparatus and its usage for electrochemical
      cell structure reinforcement
7.   A new structure of collector plates for
      electrolyser stacks
8.   A gas diffusion layer with a protective
      layer- structure
9.   A gas diffusion layer with a protective
      layer- manufacture process
10. A gas diffusion layer with a protective
      layer- structure and manufacture process

 Patents on Hydrogen Production Technology
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       For engine combustion chamber, the low temperature of cylinder
walls causes partially incomplete combustion. Therefore carbon deposits
on combustion chambers, cylinder heads and spark plugs, which leads to cause
abnormal emissions, more fuel consumption, idle jitter, power decline and so on. 

In general, two different combustion reactions appear in the engine combustion
chambers as follows:

The Theory of Engine Carbon Removal
 

The importance of Regular Engine Maintenance

C H +  O       CO  +  H O8 18  2                                2

                                        (incomplete combustion)

CO H O2  + 2

(complete combustion of oil
o 

and gas- between 2000-2400 C)

Incomplete combustion causes carbon deposits on combustion
chambers, cylinder heads and spark plugs. It shows as the following formula;
   
C H + Heat                            C  +  H  C H8 18  2  + X Y

(Carbon Deposits)                                                                                                 
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Apply H  to remove sludge and carbon deposit2

from engine combustion chambers

The whole process is divided into four steps which can be explained
as follows;

1)Introducing 99.99% Pure Hydrogen (H ) into the engine combustion chambers.2

*2) Converting pure Hydrogen  Hydrogen ions (2H ) in a particular state 

* o      H 2H ( Hydrogen Dissociation   2500 K)2       

into

*3) High activated hydrogen ions (2H ) combine with carbon deposits,
    sludge and oxide in the combustion chamber

*              C  +  H C HX Y

4)Converting C H  into CO H O after combustion and X Y   2    2

discharged from exhaust  pipes

           C H O CO H OX Y    2       2    2

                                  ( carbon deposit has been removed)
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The weakness of Competitors in the Market

Have to follow the operation instruction exactly,
otherwise may cause explosion in the intake
manifold & air filter and also damage the carbon
removal equipment.

Traditional Water Electrolysis
Reaction could cause serious explosion
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The Easiest Way to Clean the Engine

1. Connect Hydrogen Output with Air Intake

Air Intakes can be Vacuum Hoses
Air Filter
Other Engine Intake Pipeline

        has advanced engine flameout
detection. When the engine
stalls,        will automatically stop
producing hydrogen, as an
inbuilt safety measure.

2. Connect Flameout Detector with battery.

3. Start Engine

During the carbon cleaning
process, it is not
necessary to wait beside
the car. The device stops
automatically when the
process is done.

4. Turn on and select the treatment

Choose treatment duration
based on vehicle’s
capacity and kilometer
reading.
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Operation Illustration 1

HGCR Introduces Hydrogen (99.99% H ) into the combustion chamber, by a high2

temperature environment, the hydrogen molecule (H ) convert into hydrogen ions2
*(H ) and the high activity hydrogen ions react with carbon and sludge into

C H C H   O CO H O and the reactant is exhausted out from exhaust pipe.X Y, X Y   2       2       2
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Operation Illustration 2

Carbon deposits and oxidation

on intake valves

Before Cleaning
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Sludge on pistons’ top
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Operation Illustration 3

After Cleaning

Carbon deposits and oxidation on
intake valves were cleaned effectively

Sludge on pistons top were
cleaned effectively
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Operation Illustration 4

Spark Plug

Before Cleaning

After cleaning
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Appendix 
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Appendix 
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Achievement of HGCR- Engine Cleaner
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Korea

Japan

Taiwan

Malaysia

Singapore

Thailand

China

 

And now in

India

Shandong

Sichuan

Anhui

Hebei

Jiangsu

Ireland
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